
 

 

 

 
 

                                                                                                            

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

NOMENCLATURE  
 

a  albedo factor 

Ap  projected area 

Apmps  projected area of MPS 

Apbsdsp  projected area of bottom side of DSP 

Aptsdsp  projected area of top side of DSP 

Atsdsp  a top surface area of DSP 

Absdsp  a bottom surface area of  DSP 

Apmps1  projected area of MPS consider the surface 

close to DSP  

Cmps  specific Heat of MPS 

Cdsp  specific Heat of DSP 

Fns−e  view factor from the earth pointing surface 

of MPS to the earth 

F ps−e  view factor from the surface parallel to the 

position vector of MPS to the earth 

Fndsp−e  view factor from the lower side DSP to the 

earth 

Fpdsp−e  view factor from the surface parallel to the 

position vector of DSP to the earth. 

Ffdps–mps  view factor from DSP to MPS 

Ffmps–dsp  view factor from MPS to DSP 

Gs         solar constant 

l         length of each side of the satellite 

mmps           mass of MPS 

mdsp           mass of DSP 

Pgen1   power generated by MPS 

Pgen2   power generated by DSP  

qIR   earth Infrared Radiation  

Q
．

ds 

Q
．

IR 

 solar direct 

 heat input by Earth Infrared Radiation 

Q
．

com  heat generated from component 

Q
．

alb-fearth  heat input by Earth albedo 

Q
．

reflin-fdsp  reflected energy input from DSP to 

MPS 

Q
．

reflin-fdsp  reflected energy input from DSP to 

the MPS 

Q
．

radin-fmps  radiation absorbed by DSP from MPS 

Q
．

radin-fdsp  radiation absorbed by MPS from DSP 

Q
．

rad-fmps  radiation from MPS 

Q
．

rad-fdsp  radiation from DSP 

Q
．

shunt  heat produced due to shunt  

(Q
．

IR)fdsp  reflected energy by Earth IR radiation 

from DSP to MPS 
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(Q
．

alb-fearth)fdsp  reflected energy by albedo of earth 

from DSP to MPS 

(Q
．

ds)fdsp  reflected energy by solar direct from 

DSP to MPS  

(Q
．

IR)fmps  reflected energy by Earth IR radiation 

from MPS to DSP 

(Q
．

alb-fearth)fmps  reflected energy by albedo of earth 

from MPS to DSP 

(Q
．

ds)fmps  reflected energy by solar direct from 

DSP to MPS 

Tdsp  temperature of DSP 

Tmps  temperature of MPS 

T  time  

tc  thickness of DSP plate 

       zenith angle between the normal 

vector of a surface and the vector to 

the sun 

αmps  solar absorptivity of MPS 

αtsdsp  solar absorptivity of bottom surface of 

DSP 

αbsdsp  solar absorptivity of bottom surface of 

DSP 

εmps  emissivity of MPS 

εtsdsp  emissivity of top surface of DSP 

εbsdsp  emissivity of bottom surface of DSP 

Σ  stefan-Boltzmann constant, 5.67 10-8 

(W/(m2K4)) 

      filling factor 

    solar cell efficiency 
 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION  
 

Nano and Micro satellites are very popular now-a-days 

among different kinds of satellites that are sent into space. There 

are many reasons why it is getting wide acceptance in the field of 

space systems. First of all, it is cheaper in comparing with large 

and medium satellites and fabrication time can be abridged like 

one and half year after receiving the contract. New technologies 

can be implemented as an updating satellite system and its 

functioning.  Moreover, it can be used for excellent teaching 

material to realize how its work in space for educational 

institutions.  Applications of nano and micro satellites are not 

only limited in teaching tools for students, but also these kinds of 

satellites can be used for many business purposes such as 

observing disasters, flood or agricultural purposes. Micro and 

nano satellite do not have any propulsion system to shift from 

orbit of one local time of descending node to orbit of another 

local time of descending node with the help of the data handling 

system controlled by server from ground stations. There is a 

possibility to change the local time of descending node of micro 

and nano satellites due to oblateness of the Earth. It is important 

to have a good thermal design of micro and nano satellites for 

working it all components properly. In order to prepare micro 

and nano satellites within very short time, it is essential to 

establish guidelines to know some quantities and properties such 

as maximum power generation capacity of satellite during 

moving in different LTDN, surfaces optical properties, position 

of shunt either the main part of the satellite or DSP etc. The 

combination of optical properties of structures and components 

to keep the temperature within the design temperature range are 

clarified using one nodal, two nodal and multi-nodal analyses in 

case of satellite without DSP by Totani et al. [1][3]. But nano 

and micro satellites with DSP have some additional difficulties 

such as wide range of temperature variation due to larger amount 

of projected area to the sun and onset of shadow region on MPS 

due to DSP over satellite without DSP. This paper carries the two 

nodal analyses to obtain number of combinations of optical 

properties such as absorptivity and emissivity of micro and nano 

satellites with DSP in order to challenge those difficulties. 

 

2. METHOD OF ANALYSIS 
 

2.1 Projected Area of Satellite 

Detail description about the projected area of Micro and 

Nano satellites of cube-shaped without DSP or body mounted 

solar panel has done for local of descending node from 6 to 12 at 

the same altitude of 500 km with respect to the Sun in winter 

solstice by Totani et al. [3]. Figures 1 and 2 show satellite with 

and without DSP respectively. The projected area of satellite 

with DSP is calculated and compared with satellite without DSP. 

Fig. 6 presents the comparison of projected area of satellite with 

and without DSP at the local time of descending node 10 and 500 

km altitude with respect to the Sun in winter solstice without 

considering shadow region of Earth. Because in the case that 

satellite goes inside shadow region of Earth, there will be no 

projected area with respect to the Sun. Unit length is considered 

for the length of each side of the satellite. Projected area for 

satellite with DSP is the summation of the main part of the 

satellite, top and bottom side of DSP. The main purpose of using 

DSP in satellite is to increase the projected area to the Sun during 

moving in orbit for generating large amounts of power than 

satellite without DSP. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1: Satellite with 

deployable solar panel. 
Fig. 2: Satellite without 

deployable solar panel. 

2.2 Power Generation  

It is very important to know that how much power can be 

generated by solar cells mounted on different surfaces. 

Maximum load can be installed inside the satellite depends on 

power generation capability by the solar cells. It is possible to 

determine the filling factor for satellite by this analysis that 

means how much surface will be covered of total surface area of 

satellite in order to satisfy power demand by load given inside of 

the satellite. Fig. 3 shows the schematic diagram considering the 

shadow and the sunshine region of satellite travelling on orbit. 

Depending on altitude and LTDN, satellite does or does not enter 

into the shadow region. For instance, at 500 km altitude a 

satellite does not enter into the shadow region of earth for local 

time of descending node 6 and 7 on sun-synchronous orbit in the 

winter solstice. “Considering satellite start moving from at the 

Topsides of DSP 
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entrance of shadow region (t = ts) and satellite exit shadow 

region when t = te. It keeps moving in the sunshine region for a 

period, say t = t0 and finally reach in initial position at t = tf. The 

relation among all times from start to finish is given below.”: 

 

ts < te < t0 < tf 

 

Electricity is generated by solar cells only in the sunshine 

region. General equation is used for calculating power 

generation for one rotation in orbit by solar cell is shown below.  

 

                               
  

  
                                  (1) 

 

Different conditions can be considered for generating 

power, such as solar mounted on 

   a) All the surfaces covered with solar cells,  

   b) 6 surfaces and Topsides of DSP covered with solar cells, 

 c) 5 surfaces and Topsides of DSP that mean removing solar                       

   cells from the earth pointing surface and bottom surfaces etc.  

In this paper, the result of case (c) is considered, because in 

practical case there is no solar cells on the Earth pointing surface 

due to separation system, telescope are mounted in this surface. 

Filling factor is equal 1 that means 5 surfaces and topsides of 

DSP covered with solar cells completely. Topsides of DSP do 

not receive any albedo from Earth, because those surfaces are in 

opposite direction to the surface always pointing to the Earth. 

Table 1 shows the angle of the shadow region for local time 

of descending node from 6 to 12 at 500 km altitude.  

   represents angle at the entrance of shadow region and  

   at the exit of shadow region angle and finally    indicates the 

angle of the shadow region for different LTDN which is equal 

the difference between    and   . Table 2 shows information 

about the worst hot and worst cold case that is considered in this 

paper. Separate results were obtained from this analysis for both 

the worst hot and worst cold case.  

In this case 8000 grid points are considered to calculate 

power generation by satellite with DSP.  

 
Table 1 Angle of shadow region for 500 km altitude 

LTDN    (deg.)     (deg.)    (deg.) 

6 0 0 0 

7 0 0 0 

8 75.98 168.99 93.01 

9 56.96 174.25 117.29 

10 48.61 177.16 128.55 

11 45.33 179.32 133.99 

12 45.28 181.25 135.97 

 
 

Table 2 Worst hot case and worst cold case 

Parameter Worst  cold case Worst hot case 

Solar contact (W/m2) 1309 1414 

Earth infrared radiation 

(W/m2) 

189 261 

Albedo factor 0.2 0.4 

Initial temperature (o C) 10 25 

Initial position for calculation Entrance of eclipse Exit of eclipse 

 

 

 
 

 

 
Fig. 3: Satellite moving in orbit. 

 

2.3 Energy Equation 

Table 3 and Table 4 show information about satellite model 

defined for this analysis. Fig. 4 shows input and output heat is 

considered for satellites with DSP model for analysis of optical 

properties. Basic schematic diagram and energy equations for 

satellite without DSP were presented by Totani et al. [4]. The 

basic difference in the schematic diagram of satellite with or 

without DSP is an additional heat exchange needed to consider 

such as reflection and radiation heat transfer from MPS to DSP 

and vice versa. Equations 2 and 3 for the main part of the 

satellite and DSP include radiation and reflection terms that are 

considered respectively. In the case of reflection, diffusive 

reflection is assumed. Equations for the main part of the satellite 

and DSP in this analysis are given separately. 

 

Table 3 Shape, orbit, attitude, and setting method of solar panel of 

satellites analyzed in this paper. 

Shape Cube with deployable solar panel 

Orbit Sun-synchronous and circular orbit 

Attitude Earth-pointing 

Altitude 500 km 

Inclination 97.4 degrees 

Setting method of solar 

panel 

Body mounted and deployable solar panel. 

Allowable temperature 

range of MPS. 

0~40 degree Celsius 

Allowable temperature 

range of DSP. 

-145~ 65 degree Celsius 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 4: Schematic of heat input and output from satellite. 
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Yes 

No 

Table 4 Size, mass, heat capacity of satellites 
Mass of MPS, m1 [kg] 50 

Mass of DSP, m2 [kg] 2 

Size l3 [cm3] 50 50 50 

Thickness of DSP plate, t [mm] 1.5 

Heat capacity of MPS, m1c [J/K] 36000 

Heat capacity of DSP, m2c [J/K] 1440 

 

Equations for main part of satellite:  

Q
．

ds + Q
．

alb-fearth + Q
．

IR + Q
．

reflin-fdsp + Q
．

radin-fdsp +Q
．

com – Pmps  – 

Q
．

rad-fmps + Q
．

shunt1 = mmpsCmps 
     

  
                                            (2) 

Where, Q
．

ds = αmps Gs Apmps  

Q
．

alb-fearth = αmps Gs a (Fn s−e l
2+ 4 F p s−e l

2) cos    

Q
．

IR = εmps qIR (Fn s−e l
2+4 F p s−e l

2) 

Q
．

reflin-fdsp = Ffdsp–mps (εmps QIR +αmps Qalb-fearth +αmps Qds )fdsp       

(considering diffusive reflection) 

(Q
．

IR)fdsp = 2 (1– εbsdsp) qIR  Absdsp Fndsp−e 

(Q
．

alb-fearth)fdsp = 2 (1 – αbsdsp) Gs a Absdsp Fndsp−e  cos     

(Q
．

ds)fdsp = (1 – αbsdsp)Gs Apbsdsp  

Q
．

radin-fdsp = 2 εmps Ffdsp–mps εbsdsp Absdsp σ Tdsp
 4  

Q
．

rad-fmps = εmps 6 l2σ Tmps
 4 

 

Equations for deployable solar panel of satellite:  

Q
．

ds + Q
．

alb-fearth + Q
．

IR + Q
．

reflin-fmps + Q
．

radin-fmps – Pdsp – Q
．

rad-fdsp + 

Q
．

shunt2 = mdsp Cdsp 
     

  
                                                       (3) 

 Where, Q
．

ds = αtsdsp Gs Aptsdsp + αbsdsp Gs Apbsdsp 

Q
．

alb-fearth = αbsdsp Gs a(2 Absdsp Fndsp−e+ 6 Fpdsp−e l tc) cos    

Q
．

IR = εbsdsp qIR (2 Absdsp Fndsp−e+ 6 Fpdsp−e l tc)  

Q
．

reflin-fmps = Ffmps–dsp (εbsdsp Q
．

IR +αbsdsp Q
．

alb-fearth +αbsdsp Q
．

ds )fmps       

(considering diffusive reflection) 

(Q
．

IR)fmps = 2 (1 – εmps) qIR F p s−e l
2 

(Q
．

alb-fearth)fmps = 2 (1 – αmps) Gs a F p s−e l
2 cos     

(Q
．

ds)fmps = (1 – αmps) Gs Apmps1  

Q
．

radin-fmps = 2 εbsdsp Fmps–fdps εmps l
2σ Tmps

 4 

Q
．

rad-fdsp=6εbsdsp l tcσTdsp
4+(2εtsdspAtsdsp+2εbsdspAbsdsp)σTdsp

 4     

 

2.3 Optical Properties 

In order to determine optical properties of satellite, two 

nodal analyses are considered that means one node in DSP and 

another one node in the main part of the satellite. Whole orbit is 

divided into 8000 grid points in order to calculate optical 

properties identifying entrance and exit of shadow region. It is 

difficult to fix the specific heat of the main part of the satellite 

and DSP.  The specific heat is considered 720 J/(kg K) in such a 

way that temperature of components change easily. The value of 

specific heat corresponds to 80% of the specific heat of 

aluminum alloy A5052, 900 J/(kg K) [5]. Temperature is 

considered constant for whole main part of the satellite. Again 

two DSP are in the same temperature during obtaining optical 

properties from analyses.  Fig. 5 shows a flow chart for two 

nodal analyses to obtain optical properties in this program. 

Maximum and minimum average power consumption is 100W 

and 40W respectively for this analysis. The interval for optical 

properties both absorptivity and emissivity of MPS of the 

satellite is 0.01 and the interval for optical properties both 

absorptivity and emissivity of DSP of the satellite is 0.1. 

Table 5 Specifications of analyses program 

Programming Language Fortran 90 

Compiler g95 

Variable type Double precision 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Fig. 5 Flow chart of optical properties calculation 

 

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

 

Fig. 6 shows the projected area of the satellite with and 

without DSP at LTDN 10. It presents that the projected area of 

satellite with DSP larger than satellite without DSP. It is obvious 

that the minimum projected area of satellite with DSP is as same 

as the satellite with body mounted solar panel. But the maximum 

projected area is large for long periods in the same orbit in the 

case that the satellite with DSP. Increasing the amount of 

projected area is important from the view point of generating 

large amount power for all components installed inside the 

satellite. The more generated power, the more components can 

be installed for obtaining information from satellites. In this case, 

the projected area of the satellite at LTDN 10 is compared to 

show the advantage from DSP. Fig. 7 shows average power that 

can be generated on orbit. From the analysis, it is observed that 

power generation of satellite increase with the increase of the 

number of LTDN. But power generation reduced at LTDN 8 as 

shown in Fig. 7, because it entered into the shadow region at 

Yes 

Start 

Set altitude, local time of descending node 

Calculate inclination, entrance and exit of 

shadow region. 

Choose worst hot case or worst cold case 

Set Earth IR radiation, solar constant, albedo,    initial 

condition, and initial position. 

Set     ,     ,     ,      

       

    
         

        

    
         

        

Calculate       using eq. (2) and       using 

eq. (3) 

            
             

           
             

 
    

         
      

    
     <10-3,  

    
         

      

    
     <10-3 

Stop 

No 

Output     ,     ,     ,      
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LTDN 8 and 500 km altitude. Again power generation of 

satellite started increasing due to increase in the projected area 

of satellite with DSP from LTDN 6 to 12.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6: Comparison of projected area of satellite with and without 

deployable solar panel at LTDN 10. 

 

It is possible to obtain maximum power generation at 

LTDN 11 considering the angle of shadow region. The projected 

area of satellite with DSP at LTDN 12 increased, but at same 

time angle of shadow region also increased. From Table 6 show 

peak power that was obtained from analysis at LTDN 11 and 12 

with the angle of shadow region. It is observed that peak power 

for LTDN 12 higher than LTDN 11 and the angle of shadow 

region for LTDN 11, and 12 are 133.99 and 135.97 degree 

respectively at 500 km altitude. Therefore, the maximum 

amount of average power generation could not be obtained at 

LTDN 12. Figures 8 and 9 show generated power of satellite at 

each point in orbit at LTDN 7 and 8 respectively. It is clear the 

reason why power generation dropped in case of LTDN 8. It can 

be seen from Fig. 8 that there is a continuous power generation 

of satellite with DSP at LTDN 7, because there was no shadow 

region of Earth. The satellite passes both shadow and sunshine 

region in the case of LTDN 8 as shown in Fig. 9. Similarly, from 

LTDN 9 to12, there is no power generation in the shadow region. 

Thus, it can be concluded that in order to generate maximum 

power, the satellite must be placed in the higher number of 

LTDN such as 10, 11, and 12. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 7: Average generated power in different LTDN. 

 
  

Fig. 8: Power generated by solar cells at LTDN 7. 

 

 
 

Fig. 9: Power generated by solar cells at LTDN 8. 

 
Table 6 Peak power generation at LTDN 11 and 12 

LTDN Peak Power (W) Angle of shadow 

region (deg.) 
Worst hot case Worst cold case 

11 328.39 287.06 133.99 

12 338.56 295.52 135.97 

 

Figures 10, 11 show the combinations of optical properties 

at LTDN 8, and 11 respectively. The shunt is placed on DSP 

arbitrarily in this analysis and numbers of combinations are 

obtained at different LTDN at the altitude of 500 km. The 

number of combinations is decreasing with increase of LTDN. 

The reason why it happened that the projected area of the 

satellite with DSP are increasing with increase of the number of 

LTDN and there was no shadow region for LTDN 6 and 7 at 500 

km altitude, but satellites enter into the shadow region from 

LTDN 8. At that situation, the numbers of combinations of 

optical properties were decreased significantly. It is the result of 

difficulties to satisfy the allowable temperature range 0 to 40 

degrees Celsius for MPS including all components and -145 to 

65 degree Celsius for DSP. The numbers of combinations of 

optical properties were maximum for the LTDN of 6 and 7 that 

means when there is no shadow region. Later with the increase 

of LTDN and angle of shadow region, number of combinations 

of optical properties reduced. These combinations of optical 

properties of the main part of satellite are not independent itself, 

but it also depends on the combination of optical properties of 

DSP because there is a heat transfer by reflection and radiation. 
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Conduction heat transfer between MPS and DSP is restricted by 

using adiabatic spacers so that the variation of temperature of the 

satellite with DSP could be minimized. The number of 

combinations of optical properties could be increased if the 

interval of optical properties of DSP of the satellite decreased 

from 0.1 to less for instance 0.01. Fig. 12 shows the temperature 

history corresponding two specific combinations of optical 

properties where one satisfies an allowable temperature range 

and other does not satisfy the allowable temperature range of 

satellite with DSP. Many combinations of optical properties 

corresponding to different coatings can be found in Gilmore’s 

book in Appendix A [6]. 

 
Table 7 Relation of LTDN with Combination of Optical properties 

LTDN 
Number of Combination of optical    properties in 

main part of satellite 

6 1147 

7 1257 

8 412 

9 169 

10 95 

11 57 

12 42 

 

In case of absorptivity 0.66 and emissivity 0.48, temperature 

history of satellite does not exceed the range of 0 to 40 degree 

Celsius that combinations of optical properties were obtained 

from two nodal analysis of satellite with DSP. On the other hand, 

temperature history of satellite of MPS drops below the lower 

limit of allowable temperature range in case of absorptivity 0.66 

and emissivity 0.61. Although the temperature of satellite in the 

worst hot case keeps inside temperature range, but the 

temperature goes below 0 degree Celsius in case of the worst 

cold case. It is very important to choose a combination of 

suitable optical properties of satellite in order to keep the 

temperature of satellites in allowable temperature range. 

 

 
 

Fig. 10: Combinations of optical properties at LTDN 8. 

 

 
 

Fig. 11: Combinations of optical properties at LTDN 11. 

 

 
 

 
Fig. 12: Temperature history of main part of satellite at LTDN 11 for 

different combination of optical properties. 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

 

The projected area of satellite with and without DSP was 

compared at LTDN 10 in this paper. Average generated power of 

satellite with DSP was shown from LTDN 6 to 12 considering a 

satellite each side length of 50 cm in order to explain the 

maximum power that a satellite can provide assuming surfaces 

covered with solar cells completely. Highest average generated 

power 149.47 W and 132.65 W was obtained for LTDN 11 in the 

worst hot case and worst cold case respectively among all LTDN 

from 6 to 12. Power generation for different LTDN has a good 

image for future satellite load installment. At last, Maximum 

number of combinations of optical properties was obtained at 

LTDN 6 and 7 that means when there was no shadow region of 

Earth. Two nodal analyses were considered for determining 

combinations of optical properties of satellite with DSP where 

the main part of the satellite is one node and another node is DSP 

and the shunt is mounted on MPS.  
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